Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

Funny Photos Final

Judith Lewis

Thank you to our sponsors:

- Platinum Sponsor: Birmans
- Platinum Sponsor: Love Belle!
- Platinum Sponsor: Bia Fund
- Platinum Sponsor: Lovepur Birmans
- Silver Sponsor: Birmans
- Silver Sponsor: Love, Obi
- Silver Sponsor: Saskattery Birmans

Thank you to our judges:

- Roger Boiselle—CCA
- Nicki Fenwick—TICA (UK)
- Satu Hämäläinen—FIFE (FI)
- Andreas Kretschmer—TICA (GER)
- Judy Lewis—ACF (AU)
- Brenda Neukircher—WCF (ZA)
- Jeri Zottoli—CFA (USA)

Thank you for supporting our charities:

- The Birman Heart Study
- The Bria Fund
- NBF Birman Rescue
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

10th Best Funny Photos

#279-Voijer’s Fluffernutter of Xtasy
J. Lamb
New York, NY, USA
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

9th Best Funny Photos

#280-Caleita’s Quigley Rooney & Caleita’s Quinlan Knoll
L. Vitalie
Englewood, CO, USA
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8th Best Funny Photos

#271-Rumblepuff Boodicca
Rumblepuff Birmans
Troutman, NC, USA
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7th Best Funny Photos

#270-GC GP RW Kittablu Leonidas
Kittablu Birmans
Central New Mexico, USA
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6th Best Funny Photos

#268-Kittablu Knoiz Maker
D. Mansfield
Harleysville, PA, USA
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

5th Best
Funny Photos

Was watching the game, fell asleep, woke up and

WHO drank MY beer?!?!?!

#269-GC GP RW Kittablu Imperial
Kittablu Birmans
Central New Mexico, USA
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4th Best Funny Photos

#284-Abirwood’s Justine
J. Gaines
Murrayville, IL, USA
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

3rd Best
Funny Photos

#267-GP RW Taric Obi Wan Kitnobi

H. Kilroy
Louisville, KY, USA
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

2nd Best Funny Photos

#274-Maki
C. Hrabowsky
Richmond, British Columbia, Canada
Worldwide Birman Only Virtual Cat Show Fundraiser

Best Funny Photo

#266-Louis
L. Cleary
Tarporely Cheshire, UK